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ONLINE

AND

OFFLINE

TA101

The official INTRODUCTION to
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS
Initial digital application form
The TA101 is now online and we have found ways of making it
serious fun, and being online in a way that prevents a zoombie.
The TA101 provides an overview of TA oncepts, examples of
application and opportunities and is the entry qualification for
further training (online and when possible in person in Oxford).
The Foundation Programme begins in January every year.

Who is this TA101 programme for?

qualifications in organisation, education or counselling applications
of TA with TAworks or in psychotherapy elsewhere.

Who is the trainer?

INTRODUCTION to TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS
Bespoke TA101 over 3 days: for specific organisation or group
- can be tailored to a theme (e.g. management; leadership
training; parenting; coaching; mental health)
Written version of the TA101 - involves purchasing/reading core
text, answering written questions for marking, plus tutorial.
Final date for 2021:
4 - 5 December with 2 hours on 3rd from 5-7 - online
New dates for 2022:
4 - 5 February with 2 hours on 3rd from 5-7
21 - 22 May in person in Oxford
14 - 15 October with 2 hours on 13th from 5-7
Timings: The full days are 09.30-17.30 with an hour break.
Rosemary Napper is the key trainer for the dates above.

Fees

Individuals/Charities/Not-for-profit £250
Statutory sector £300, Business sector £350
Cheques payable to TAworks Ltd. (TAworks is not VAT regd)
Bank transfer please pay TAworks Ltd
Metro Account number: 32886183 Sort code: 23-05-80
and email rosemary.napper@TAmatters.com with your
account name, amount and the date payment was made.

This official programme (known as the TA101) covers a
globally recognised syllabus providing you with an
overview of conceptual maps to navigate your sense of
self, your relationships with others, and your contexts,
It can stand alone or lead on to qualifications organisational,
educational or counselling applications of TA with TAworks or
elsewhere.

Apply

To apply for any of the above: email to check for availability of places
and email this completed initial digital application form as soon as
possible before the event to: rosemary.napper@TAmatters.com
www.TAworks.co

www.TAworks.co.uk

Complete this form and email it to:
rosemary.napper@tamatters.com

Apply

Name wishes to be called by:
Full name:
Address:

Work role:
Employer:
Phone (day):

(evening):

Email:
I agree for my details to be used on the TAworks database
for notification of further TA learning opportunities.

Three things I intend to get out of this training

Request for further informa�on
TACTICS - the book about adult learning and TA
TA Coaching, Counselling and Psychotherapyin the Oxford area
Foundation Programme begins each February
One-off TA-based workshops around specific topics

